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CHAPTER 7: EXQUISITE

WEARABLE GLAMOUR
French jewellery brand Neelia Paris combines  

style and feminine flair to create pieces that are  
the perfect companion to any occasion

SHARED AESTHETIC
Neelia’s four established collections are startlingly 

diverse, though they share a stunning aesthetic. 

The Infinity line, with its minimalist geometric 

styling, is both contemporary and timeless,  

and finds a new way to interpret the classic  

duo of gold and diamond. In contrast, the Twirl 

collection’s distinctive galaxy-like spirals convey  

a sense of energy and movement, using white 

gold and a star-like scattering of diamonds.

  Lightness and refinement characterise the 

Rosace collection, in which the sparkle of a 

delicate gem is arranged against a choice of  

seven contrasting stones. And equally feminine, 

the Eléa collection is more natural and simplistic, 

with earrings and necklaces dominated by a 

majestic pebble of, for instance, polished pink 

opal or jet-black onyx.

  Each of the company’s four finely-crafted 

collections reflects a different taste and mood, 

providing multiple points of interest to an 

extensive clientele. “You can choose a bracelet 

from the Infinity line for everyday glamour, a pair  

of diamond earrings from the Twirl line for a 

cocktail party or an engagement ring from our 

new Princess Jo line for that most momentous  

life occasion. Our collections have a jewellery 

piece for any time, any place and any person.”

  While relishing the glamour of its creations, 

Gay Frères also takes its ethical commitments 

very seriously. As the first house to be certified 

by the Responsible Jewellery Council in 2010,  

it proudly leads the way in addressing industry 

issues regarding human and labour rights, 

environmental impact, mining practices and 

product disclosure.

   “We create delicate, beautiful objects,  

using jewels cut with real know-how,” says Sarah.  

“And though our pieces are deliberately diverse 

in style, they all combine aesthetic appeal with 

an easily adaptable elegance.”

  Designed to satisfy the desires of the 

quintessential Neelia woman, it’s an approach that 

combines quality and wearability to great effect.

www.neelia-joaillerie.com/en

“Whatever her age, the Neelia woman is at ease 

with her desires and her way of life,” says Sarah 

Seigneur, Communications Manager of Neelia 

Paris jewellery. “She has character, strength 

and delicacy, and she is many people in one: 

businesswoman, mother, friend and lover.”

  Neelia is the newest brand to emerge from  

the prestigious French jewellery house Gay Frères, 

based in Annemasse, and presented four lines in 

its first year. This has since extended to 10, each 

with its own identity. “Neelia is about wearability,” 

says Sarah. “Our pieces are eye-catching without 

being ostentatious, and can be worn day or night, 

whether with jeans or a little black dress.”


